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ABSTRACT 
Lanmaoa macrocarpa is a boletoid mushroom from the family Boletaceae and was named after its rela-
tively larger basidiocarp and bluish color change when bruised. At present, its mitochondrial genome 
and phylogenetic relationships with other boletes remain unexplored. In this study, we sequenced the 
mitochondrial genome of L. macrocarpa using next-generation sequencing technology and found that 
its mitochondrial genome, a circular DNA molecule of 38,139 bp, comprised 15 core protein-coding 
genes, 26 transfer RNA genes and two ribosomal RNA genes. The mitochondrial genome had a base 
composition of A (37.05%), C (12.08%), G (11.42%) and T (39.45%) with a GC content of 23.50%. A 
phylogenetic tree based on 20 mitochondrial genomes was constructed, which revealed the phylogen-
etic relationships of this species with related boletes for the first time.
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Introduction

Lanmaoa macrocarpa Zeng, Chai & Jiang 2019, a member 
of the boletoid mushroom, got is name for its relatively 
larger basidiocarps. In addition, it’s also distinguished by 
immediate bluish color change when bruised and mild 
taste (Chai et al. 2019). The basidiocarp of L. macrocarpa 
was shown in Figure 1. Lanmaoa macrocarpa has long 
been consumed in its collection site, Jiangxi Province, 
whereas the complete mitochondrial genome of this edible 
mushroom has not been sequenced yet. In this study, the 
complete mitochondrial genome of the East Asia bolete 
was sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 Platform, and 
the phylogenetic relationships with related species were 
also analyzed.

Materials

The specimen of L. macrocarpa was collected from 
Jiulingshan National Nature Reserve, Jiangxi Province, China 
(115�2100900E, 28�5404300N) and deposited in the Cryptogamic 
Herbarium, Kunming Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (http://groups.kib.cas.cn/kun/) under the voucher 
number KUN-HKAS 105258 (contact Kuan Zhao, key1989@ 
126.com). This specimen was identified by the corresponding 
author. Specific permission is not needed as no endangered 
or protected species were involved.

Methods

The total DNA was extracted from the context of the basidio-
carp using the CTAB method (Doyle and Doyle 1987) and then 
sequenced by Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China) for 
clean reads. For assembly with GetOrganelle (Jin et al. 2020), 
we used the fungus database (-F fungus_mt) to identify, filter, 
and assemble target-associated reads. The annotation was 
completed by MITOS Web Server using the genetic code 4 
(Donath et al. 2019) and the annotated protein-coding genes 
(PCGs) were then further refined using the open reading frame 
(ORF) finder from the National Center for Biotechnology 

Figure 1. The basidiocarp of Lanmaoa macrocarpa collected from Jiangxi 
Province, China. Photographed by Kuan Zhao.
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Information (NCBI, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/orffinder/). 
tRNA genes were also identified using tRNAscan-SE v1.3.1 
(Lowe & Chan 2016). Intron types were verified through 
RNAweasel v5.2.1 (Lang et al. 2007). OGDRAW (Greiner et al. 
2019) was applied to visualize the gene map.

A total of 19 mitochondrial genomes were downloaded 
from NCBI and the Joint Genome Institute (JGI, https://myco-
cosm.jgi.doe.gov/mycocosm/home) database, including six-
teen from the family Boletaceae, with two species from the 
genus Paxillus (Paxillaceae, Boletales) and one species from 
Suillus (Suillaceae, Boletales) as outgroups. 15 core PCGs were 
extracted and aligned respectively by MAFFT v7.037 (Katoh 
et al. 2019), then the individual alignments were concaten-
ated using Phyutility (Smith and Dunn 2008). The final con-
catenated alignment was analyzed using MrBayes v3.2.6 and 

RAxML v 8.0.0 for BI and ML methods, respectively (Ronquist 
and Huelsenbeck 2003; Stamatakis 2006). BI analyses were 
conducted by setting generations to one million and runs 
were automatically terminated once the average standard 
deviation of split frequencies went below 0.01. Other param-
eters were kept at their default settings. In the ML analyses, 
bootstrap values (BS) were assessed through an ultrafast 
bootstrap approach with 1000 replicates.

Results

The complete mitochondrial genome sequence of L. macro-
carpa (GenBank accession no. OR004349) was found to be 
38,139 bp in length, which is close to that of other boletes, 

Figure 2. The mitochondrial genome map of Lanmaoa macrocarpa. Genes outside and inside the outer circle are transcribed in counterclockwise and clockwise directions, 
respectively. Intron-contained genes were labeled with �. GC and at contents across the genome are shown with dark and light shading, respectively, inside the inner circle.
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ranging from 32, 883 bp to 48, 298 bp (Li et al. 2021). The 
gene map of L. macrocarpa was shown in Figure 2. The com-
plete mitochondrial genome comprised 15 core PCGs (atp6, 
atp8, atp9, cob, cox1, cox2, cox3, nad1, nad2, nad3, nad4, 
nad4L, nad5, nad6 and rps3), 26 transfer RNA genes and two 
ribosomal RNA genes. The mitochondrial genome had a base 
composition of A (37.05%), C (12.08%), G (11.42%) and T 
(39.45%) with a GC content of 23.50%. The start-codon of all 
the 15 PCGs is ATG and the termination codon for 14 PCGs is 
TAA. The atp8 gene is the only exception, as it has a stop 
codon of TAG. Additionally, an intron belonging to group IA 
was identified in the rrnL gene. The phylogenetic result discov-
ered that the newly sequenced L. macrocarpa was sister to 
Baorangia bicolor as shown in Figure 3. In addition, the rela-
tionships among the boletoid mushrooms were also indicated.

Discussion and conclusion

This study firstly reported the whole mitochondrial genome 
of an edible bolete Lanmaoa macrocarpa. In addition, the 
phylogenic analyses results enriched and supplemented the 
previous studies on the family Boletaceae (Li et al. 2021; Cho 
et al. 2022). Bolete is important macro-fungi group for its 
ecological and economical value. As it is difficult to distin-
guish the boletes just from morphological features, several 
molecular markers have been selected and widely used to 
identify them (Wu et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2020). As reported 
in previous study, mitochondrial genome can also provide 
more genetic information than most of molecular markers 

and was proved to be a potential option to elucidate the 
phylogenetic relationships of boletes (Li et al. 2021). The fam-
ily Boletaceae harbors more than 800 species around the 
globe but only a dozen mitochondrial genomes were 
sequenced and deposited in public database (NCBI and JGI), 
the phylogeny of Boletaceae will be elucidated deeply in the 
future when more mitochondrial genomes be sequenced.
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic tree of Lanmaoa macrocarpa and related taxa based on Bayesian inference (BI) and maximum likelihood (ML) analyses of 15 core protein 
coding genes. The GenBank accession numbers from NCBI or the information of voucher specimens from JGI followed the species names. The newly sequenced 
mitogenome is marked in red. Numbers near the nodes indicate bootstrap support values (>50%) and posterior probabilities (>0.95). the scale bar refers to 0.05 
nucleotide substitutions per character.
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